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Building natural assets in a Nature+ economy:
benefiting nature, people, and yields
Increase natural assets, yield interest: Compound your earnings while saving the planet

“$10 trillion additional annual business revenue and savings in a nature
positive economic”
-World Climate Foundation

Executive summary
Nature+ token (NPLUS) addresses two problems with one solution: generating income while
saving the planet. By issuing stablecoins backed by natural capital and deploying them through
a set of highly secure and proven DeFi protocols, Nature+ is pioneering a high yield model.
Through the model, Nature+ can offer a great yield to holders of our utility token.

Introduction
About the Nature+ token
Nature+ token is a specialized natural asset investment vehicle that enables everyone to earn
interest through appreciating natural assets e.g., planting new trees, and regenerative use of
other natural resources. The natural assets industry is a legacy industry with funds locked up for
years. By leveraging DeFi and crypto mechanics, Nature+ token can revolutionize the natural
assets industry and offer investors weekly yield payouts and competitive returns. The
mechanism is based on two interdependent tokens, one Utility token and one Stablecoin backed
by natural assets. The primary purpose of stablecoins is to bridge the offline assets to the
blockchain of choice while simultaneously adding yield opportunities to the Nature+ token
ecosystem.

Stablecoin
A stablecoin pegged to the US dollar, backed by a dynamic portfolio of global natural assets.
Nature+ will mint stablecoins equivalent to the USD value of our pool of assets, including a
margin of safety to minimize risk exposure and ensure they are always backed at least 100% by
physical assets. The value of the asset pool will be secured by a third-party auditor to make
sure the tokens are backed by physical assets at all times.
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The stablecoin is an agnostic asset-ledger-backed token originally designed as an ERC20 token
on the Ethereum blockchain. We will incorporate an interoperability solution to allow users to
trade and benefit from our tokens via the blockchain of their choice. This will be done through a
seamless user experience with no intermediaries. Ledger agnosticism (the ability of a token to
exist on multiple blockchains) has become revolutionary for the crypto space and is an
important step in achieving widespread adoption.
Nature+ token holders:
Nature+ is a self-sustaining token ecosystem that reinvests in new regenerative projects while
continuously offering staking rewards to token holders (investors). NPLUS token holders can
earn additional rewards by providing liquidity to the ecosystem.
The ecosystem will have two tokens, Nature USD (NUSD) and Nature+ (NPLUS). These tokens
can be stored by the owner (token holder) in the Nature wallet. Optionally, Token holders can
earn yield by participating in DeFi (Decentralized Finance) activities or minimize risk by staking
Nature+ token in the Nature Wallet. Providing liquidity (liquidity mining = LM) in the various
liquidity pools is a higher risk-reward activity where token holders can earn additional rewards.
Staking rewards are paid out monthly in the first phases and eventually moved to weekly
payouts. Liquidity mining rewards are paid out continuously and therefore offer a higher
compounded yield.
Token holders participating in the ecosystem by staking and providing liquidity will gain a stream
of passive income and simultaneously support a crucial part of the Nature+ ecosystem and all of
its stakeholders.

Increasing natural assets in a Nature+ economy
Increasing natural assets consists of rebuilding natural habitats to create multiple selfregenerative assets like timber, food, clean water, and carbon sequestration. These assets are
not only the foundation of our planet’s value chain but also of its inhabitants, going above and
beyond the theme of sustainability by incorporating market-based incentives, regenerative
practice, and utilizing data on impact.

Our vision
Our vision is to restore our planet's regenerative capacity and turning the global resource pull
into a global regenerative resource gain. Realizing our vision entails creating a global, dynamic
and diversified portfolio consisting of the best natural assets in the world and benefiting the
environment and people through yields.
Our goal is to be the main global Nature+ business model in 2030.
Nature+ token holders get the yield benefit of the entire Nature+ ecosystem and support the
green transformation in a high-speed manner. They are the boosters of the financial
infrastructure and ecosystem that makes rebuilding, regenerative business models livable and
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save people and the planet while getting yields. Nature+ token Holders are the Green
Rockefellers selling the shovels when everybody wants to dig for gold.
The Nature+ ecosystem is a self-reinforcing ecosystem designed to speed up the green
transformation and rebuild our planet. It is designed to secure value for each stakeholder of our
planet's ecosystem (including nature, people, natural asset holders, and impact investors)
making it a go-to Nature+ economic system.
The ecosystem is driven by impact data calculated with a proven Life Cycle Impact Assessment
(LCIA) method that provides a holistic view of impact.

Business:
Businesses fund the expected impact, and Natural assets holders get the funding to carry out
the transformation of natural assets. In turn, natural assets are measured from a life cycle
perspective, and the impact data is stored on blockchain technology showing on
● A Nature + Digital Asset Certificate (DAC)
● Tracked and traced to the transformed Natural Assets product.
● Presented as overall impact with Spatial information and count teller
Businesses who directly fund an expected impact own the DAC and are able to:
1. Trade climate credits or other Nature credits.
2. Get refunds for Environmental taxes and fees.
3. Trade the regenerative DAC.
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4. Have reliable proof on the impact of the investment, thus increasing externality value,
and strengthening ESG profile, which is an increasingly relevant decision point for
stakeholders, including investors, finance executives, corporate reputation leads,
customers, and current and future employees.
Natural assets holder:
Natural asset holders actually create the regenerative impact on the natural assets they own or
manage. The outcome of their efforts is reflected in the products they produce and the cost of
handling their natural assets. Natural assets holders will get the cost for the transformation
covered, and a percentage of credits as well. Thanks to our track and trace data, an add-on
value is a QR code on the product label, where customers can see the Nature+ impact and do a
nature plus choice of buying. Regenerative methods chosen in the Nature+ portfolio increase
the yield of the products by up to 40% and create healthy biomass.
Natural asset holders have the benefit of:
● Getting partial funding in advance to do the transformation (DAC Credits)
● Increasing natural asset yield and quality of produce
● Being able to show the results to their customers by track and trace
● Getting knowledge and skills to perform and maintain the transformation
● Increasing the property value of the Natural Assets
In time, we will have a stable, diversified, and impactful portfolio of natural assets such as
forests, refeed systems, and regenerative land use in the long run. As they say, a journey of a
thousand miles begins with one single step. Our first step is focusing on the proven, stable, and
reliable.
Nature+ secures, transforms and manages natural assets on an ongoing basis in developed
and emerging timberland, food markets, and other natural-based assets around the world.
Committed local forest and land managers own the responsibility of taking care of the end-toend process of managing the forests and regenerative land use, including sustainable
harvesting and the sale of the produce, being timber, natural oils, foods, etc.
Corporate partners:
Nature+ has corporate partners helping in the green transformation through expertise, science,
technology, and proven concepts. We share the same vision in a beyond sustainability effort to
create sustainable business models for the future. Investments with Corporate partners will
create a return on investment for the token holders.
Planet:
Planet Earth is the most important and valuable stakeholder in the Nature+ ecosystem. Through
the Nature+ model, our planet stands to gain back an increase in biodiversity and more resilient
natural habitats, while achieving a reduction in pollution and climate issues. Multiple Nature+
impacts are generated, helping our planet at the core. The more value we provide to our planet
by restoring its regenerative capacity, the more value the Nature+ model can provide to all
stakeholders involved.
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People:
The Nature+ model has a wide range of benefits for the general public through mitigating short
and long-term issues negatively affecting society. Achieving regenerative food production and
resilient food systems that can increase yield ensures long-term harvest of natural assets and
increased nutrient health for people and animals, reducing for example the risk of pandemics.
Some specific benefits are:
● Increased food production and other natural assets like timber, regenerative oils, bioorganic packaging, etc.
● Resilient food systems
● Increased health via better nutrient levels in food, but also less use of fertilizers and
pesticides
● Long-term security of natural assets like timber, regenerative oils, etc.
● Enhanced livelihood e.g., economic, social, safety

Our 4 first projects
We are in the business of rebuilding to increase the value of Natural Assets for the benefit of
people and the planet.
Nature+ identifies projects with multiple positive, climate, environmental social benefits, based
on the following criteria:
● large potential to create robust viable and balanced natural value production systems
● practical, economically feasible, proven and scalable set-up
● a regenerative development goal, going beyond a zero-emission goal
1. A 100% refeed system of food waste including a circular design process revaluing food
nutrients. An integral part is to create enriched soil to provide a higher yield for natural
asset holders and create a high storage capacity of carbon and nitrogen. | Starting
location: Canada

2. A micro-bacteria system converting manure into highly valuable humus soil. A billion
metric tones of storage capacity of carbon sequestration. 60% increase in biomass
production, increased biodiversity, reduced cost for asset owners, improved
environmental health as well as improved ocean water quality. | Starting location:
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Denmark

3. Agroforestry combines food production with forest conservation and regenerative timber
production. This will lead to carbon sequestration and a social impact by helping farmers

with micro-companies increase the quality and yield of their harvests. | Starting location:
Ghana and Laos

4. Restoration of land by creating a biodiverse eco-food system, based on local species
and ecosystem-based approach, giving a high growth method and output. | Starting
location: Macedonia

Increasing impact
As the portfolio grows, economies of scale will lead to diversification into higher-yielding assets
such as greenfield plantations in emerging markets. These agroforest types of plantations
convert bare and degraded land into diverse forests containing tree varieties that serve mature
markets and possess a strong commercial value in an increasingly sustainable market.
Initiating greenfield projects using local ecosystems' high yield benefits on degraded land is
often the first step in the process of land restoration. Greenfield projects can quickly protect
exposed soil from further erosion and increase water retention in the soil while improving
biodiversity and production yield. Optimum soil quality has the potential to increase food
production by up to 60% in northern Europe alone, creating millions of tons of CO2
sequestrations and avoiding oxygen depletion in our waters at a lower cost from a farming
production perspective.
Brownfield projects in urban areas, on the other hand, can have a cooling effect and create
green spaces that help to beautify barren, industrial landscapes while mitigating air pollution at
the source, as well as mitigating new urban agro and offsetting models.
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The Best of both worlds
Nature uses a gradual approach that strengthens the overall return profile and increases the
potential for impact while minimizing risks. By enabling that natural approach with our
frameworks, this also ensures a steady stream of income from the Nature+ portfolio to finance
the operating costs of greenfield and brownfield operations.

The Nature wallet
Through Nature+’ crypto wallet you will be able to easily store your assets safe while getting
access to the following features and benefits:
● STORE your Nature and other tokens - backed by FIREBLOCKS security
● STAKE your Nature+ tokens to earn a yield
● DONATE your yield and keep your base while giving to the planting of new forests
● COMMUNITY ACCESS includes many features, visibility, competitions, events, and
more.

Stake & earn yield
When Nature is deposited and held in the wallet, it will automatically be staked generating
monthly yield (staking rewards). The yield will be paid in Nature+ tokens equivalent to the USD
value of the yearly yield acquired from the underlying assets and distributed out proportionally to
Nature+ token holders. The yield will be deposited directly in the user's wallet each month,
eventually switching to weekly payouts.

Donate yield
At the click of a button, holders can optionally donate Nature+ tokens earmarked for expanding
our natural asset pool. This is done directly in the Nature wallet, and you can decide how much
to donate. It will also be possible to donate your staking yield and you can choose exactly how
much of the weekly yield to donate. Donations will be processed automatically every week. This
way you don’t need to donate any of your initial funds, instead you may only donate the yield
received from staking your Nature+ tokens.

Top 1000 wallets list
We believe committed investors who create impact should be recognized. Through the wallet,
you will be able to follow the 1000 largest user wallets and participate in the competition of who
is actually creating the greatest impact on our planet. Depending on the holding ratio, i.e., the
number of tokens staked in your wallet, various community levels will be unlocked and honored
with NFTs.

How it works
1. We hunt for great natural assets investments
There’s no ‘fin’ or ‘tech’ at this stage. We cultivate good old-fashioned relationships with
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natural asset owners all over the world so that we can purchase pre-existing natural
assets or restore them.
Our aim to maximize impact for nature, and return for our investors, leads us to focus on
4 types of projects:
o Soil regeneration
o Circular food systems
o Agroforestry
o Key species restoration and conservation
With science, technology and expertise we are able to regenerate arable or wild land,
plantations or farming land, and wetland, and increase all key value indicators of the
ecosystem in a very short time-span: CO2 storage capacity, water retention capacity,
health of specimens planted and quality of produce. Going deeper benefits extend in all
directions: less pesticides needed, cost efficiencies in managing the natural asset,
reduced incidences of diseases in plants, wildlife, cattle and people; natural cycles
enabled like pollination and fungi activity, and proliferation of natural animal species. This
of course helps communities dependent on the ecosystem, enhances the value chain,
and in many instances improves or provides an income when products are
commercialized.
2. Natural Assets are converted into tokens
Once we find an asset (such as a forest, plantation, wetland, farming land, etc.).,
deemed worthy of our investment portfolio, we perform the required due diligence and
negotiate management and maintenance contracts. We have very clear success criteria
to select natural assets:
a. large potential to create robust, viable and balanced natural value production
systems
b. practical, economically feasible, with proven and scalable set-up
c. a regenerative development goal, beyond a zero-emission goal.
In other words, we do all the heavy lifting, so you don’t have to. As s a token holder you
get the benefit from the whole ecosystem, which is a combination of revenue from the
different parts of the ecosystem
3. You purchase Nature+ tokens
Here’s the easy part - you set up an account in a few simple steps and invest at the click
of a button. The transaction is recorded securely on the blockchain, and the tokens are
safely stored in your wallet. While in your wallet, the tokens will automatically be staked,
and you will receive interest (staking rewards).
4. Key risks
Experienced investors understand that no investment is truly risk-free. However,
sustainable forestry combined with soil restoration and soil restoration in arable land are
some of the most stable and predictable investment classes available. This is why, for
example, many pension funds invest in natural assets. It is important to us that you
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understand the risks involved when investing. Key risks include loss of capital, variable
harvest income, political risk, foreign exchange risk, as well as liquidity risk.

Why Nature+?
Banking is broken
In recent years, Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has opened up doors and alternatives to
traditional banking and finance that had never been imagined before. In our model, DeFi makes
it possible to increase the yield on our real, physical assets that would normally be locked into
the ground. We do this by tokenizing those assets and using the tokens to create DeFi positions
that possess a yield.

The environment is under severe pressure!
The scientific community agrees on the direction our environment is headed if we do not act
today and make massive change The Climate Change 2022 report published by IPCC1,
highlights the urgency of climate actions, and showcase the disastrous point when we surpass
the point when the earth can no longer regenerate itself. Moreover, the news give us frequent
evidence of how severe the pressure is for the environment, with new natural disasters taking
place in any part of the world, harsher and more extreme each time. Nature+ is in fact a change
enabler, allowing everyone to join the movement and be part of changing our world for the
better.

A Stablecoin backed by environmental assets instead of cash
The standard for today's stablecoins is that they are backed by reserves of cash, crypto
currencies, or assets. There are also some solutions where you can collateralize crypto
and mint new stablecoins, like a Maker DAO, for example. We are revolutionizing the
industry by creating the possibility to back our stablecoins with real, physical natural
assets.

Token system
Nature+ token economics: Unlocking compound dynamics
We have created a solution that allows us to make use of the value locked up in physical assets
(natural capital) and use it to obtain yield through DeFi markets. Our solution offers an
investment vehicle for people to speculate on the future growth of the Nature ecosystem in a

1 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the United Nations body for assessing the

science related to climate change. Access the report
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way that spurs the growth of natural assets. In this section we’ll lay out the foundation and
mechanics of the Nature growth flywheel:

Dual yield model backed by stable natural assets

1. Proceeds from the sale of Nature+ tokens are used to invest in natural assets including
forestry and regenerative land use
By managing these investments in natural assets with a lifespan of 25 years, we target yields
with an average of 5% APY. The pool of investments will have a flexible composition of assets
allowing for a stable APY of 5%.
2. Stablecoins (NUSD) backed by portfolio collateral are minted to create yield
The total value of the natural assets or managed by Nature+ will be appraised, and stablecoins
pegged to the USD will be minted and backed by the physical natural assets.
3. The stablecoins are locked in DeFi and liquidity protocols to obtain additional yield
with a 20% APY target
NUSD stablecoins will be managed by Nature+ and put to work through various DeFi and
liquidity protocols. The liquidity pools will allow for the creation of additional yield on the assets.
4. Buyback of NPLUS and increase Nature asset investment pool
The yield generated from the natural assets and DeFi activities will be transferred to a profit
pool. A fixed percentage of the funds will be used to buy more natural assets (80%) to expand
the pool of assets, and thus allowing us to mint more stablecoins, in turn deployed in DeFi
activities. The remaining share of the profit pool (20%) will be used to buy back Nature+ tokens
from the open markets through DeFi and CeFi exchanges. These repurchases will be made
weekly and will create upward pressure on the Nature+ token price.
5a & 5b. Through financial engineering, payouts will be made weekly
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80% of the newly bought Nature+ tokens are directly distributed to user wallets holding NPLUS
tokens (staking reward). Through financial engineering, payouts are done weekly, in Nature+
token amounts equivalent to the USD value of the yield. By using our NPLUS as collateral, we
are also able to take loans and buy additional natural assets which are then added to the pool of
assets. The remaining 20% of the newly bought NPLUS will be allocated to Nature+ as a
management fee to fund the management and selection of natural assets.

Future additions to the Nature+ token model
6. Diversified Green-tech investments
In the future, the system can expand beyond forestry and regenerative land use into various
green tech projects such as renewable energy, microorganisms, bioconversion of plastic, etc.
7. Incorporate the value of the off-set market
The Nature+ token business model will incorporate the increasingly relevant climate credit
market. Benefits are threefold: helping companies increase their positive externality value and
enhance their ESG profile, strengthening the yield model, and creating a regenerative Nature+
model for our planet.

Tokenomics
The supply of stablecoin (NUSD) will expand at a slower pace than the pool of natural assets
due to the safety margin we implement. This means that NUSD stablecoins are limited by the
size of the portfolio backing them.

Nature+ token
The Nature+ token will have a limited supply of 500 million tokens. The Nature+ token will
eventually increase in price as our pool of assets increases since more assets will create higher
returns which are then used to fund the repurchasing of Nature+ tokens in the open market.
Both scarcity of tokens, and consistent buying pressure should force the price of NPLUS to
increase, as illustrated in the NPLUS token model
When the price of Nature+ token increases, the value of NPLUS available in the treasury also
increases. Higher treasury value opens the opportunity for collateralized loans to increase the
Natural Asset portfolio and minting of stablecoins (NUSD). A healthy self-strengthening spiral is
created which ensures the existence of price pressure on the Nature+ token through the token
ecosystem.

Do we need tokens?
The short answer is yes. Tokens and distributed ledger technology are what make our business
model possible. The ability to create a liquid stablecoin backed by a real-world asset that is
usually locked in the ground opens up the door for leveraging returns in ways that were
previously not possible. The Nature+ token is also a key component of our business model
since it creates a way to finance the expansion of our asset pool.
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Open ledger
Our Nature platform will support millions of transactions in the form of weekly payouts and
traditional trading. An open ledger is key for transparency on our platform.

Global footprint
We are building Nature to be a global decentralized platform that allows Nature+ token holders
from anywhere in the world to earn interest and be part of our natural asset portfolio, regardless
of their base currency or local regulations.

Technical specifications
Security & risk
Our wallet is based on Fireblocks wallet service, one of the most reputable actors in the market
today, well known for its high level of security and expertise.
We will have our code audited by AI security. We also have the best talent to structure and test
the security in our code. Our advisor team has long and valuable experience in the
cybersecurity industry.

Community support
We are here for the cryptocurrency community. Our goal is to support the community by
providing them with bonuses, discounts, exclusive community events, and bounty programs.
Additional information can be found in the Community section below.

Lending protection
Insurance for lost funds/hacks for users staking tokens is under development with the Guardian
project.

Compliant & legal
We adhere to all applicable rules guidelines and regulations. All members of the Nature
community will to go through full KYC (Know Your Customer) to comply with anti-terrorism and
anti-money laundering (AML) laws.

Our fees
The wallet service is completely free to use with no transaction fees. The only exception to this
is a small transaction fee (equivalent to the mining fee), when withdrawing funds from the
Nature wallet. Withdrawals require a 24-hour notice.

Community - Become a hodler
The Nature community is very important to us. As an impact-driven company, we believe that
every person is responsible to help save the planet we live in. We also believe that
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collaboration, and collective engagement really go a long way, together and through the
community we can, make the world a better place.

Exclusive events
Our community members will have access to participate in exclusive events, hosted in
collaboration with our different nature preservation partners. Events will be for community
members 18 years and older.
Bounty program
At Nature+ we are always looking for new, interesting ways of developing and expanding our
business through new partnerships. We will put in place a bounty program for community
members to refer good projects to us that may be interesting from a business development point
of view.

Keep track of your friends
We have created a list that is always showing the top 1000 user wallets holding the highest
amount of Nature+ tokens. This way community members will be able to keep track of each
other and know who the best defender of nature is. The list will be updated and published on
our platform daily.

Our mission
On a mission to save the planet
Nature+ belongs to that new breed of companies who have truly integrated social and
environmental impact in the very core of our business model. No empty promises about
“sustainable” or “renewables”, no misleading messaging, no greenwashing from us or any of our
partners or investors. Creating impact is how we succeed in business. Moreover, we have the
highest respect for other companies that do that too.

Unlike others, we’re pretty pragmatic
There is the common notion that environmentally or socially positive goods and services need to
be more expensive, that is true for organic produce, renewable energy, or electric cars. That
seems to position an ecofriendly lifestyle as reserved only for the relatively well-off.
We believe overprice results from the lack of better business models, or enough scaling of
solutions.
For these same reasons (unfit business models and enough scaling), there is also the notion
that investing in ways that generate positive environmental and social outcomes entails
sacrificing returns.
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Not with us, we have overcome this with the very design of our solutions and using the best of
technology available today in the best way. We are actually pushing to make impact investment
mainstream.

$44 trillion of GDP is dependent on Nature
There is a $600 billion worth of loss if pollinators are not protected2. Soil is degraded to an
extent that we have 60 years left of food production if we don’t start massively regenerating our
soil.

There is roughly $536 billion3 worth of forests around the world…
…owned by institutions, private investors, and other landowners like governments, farmers,
churches, and municipalities. While this number does seem huge, only a small percentage of
forests are managed sustainably, for the most part they are simply left alone as nature reserves
or hunting grounds.

According to FAO 33% of the soils of the earth are degraded, and over
90% could be so by 20504
When it comes to forests, The World Wide Fund for Nature estimates that 46-58 thousand
square miles of forest are lost each year5, that is about 48 football fields every minute. No
wonder, most of this degradation is man-made: intensive agriculture, deforestation, overgrazing
and improper land use changes. Agricultural production is falling due to soil degradation and
biodiversity loss.

Evidently, we aren’t doing enough
The earth has an amazing regenerative capacity, but guess what, as a society we are pushing
the limit to the point it will no longer resist degradation. Actually, CO2 capacity loss is the major
unseen problem. On the other hand, there are many great non-profit organizations out there
fighting the good fight against deforestation and declining of natural assets, and we encourage
you to support them. All in all, however, we simply aren’t restoring enough natural habitats, like
forests and wetlands.
Hard economic fact: Investing in natural assets is and has been a game for the big players.
Owning Natural Assets is akin to owning real estate. There’s a minimum size of the land area
you need to own before it becomes economically viable. Natural asset investment has never
been truly available to everyday consumers. Turning the tide to rebuilding natural assets in a
regenerative biodiverse way will increase natural assets products by an average of 10-30 and
up to 60%6, giving a higher yield in return. With expertise, science and technology we have
2 https://www.worldbiodiversitysummit.org

3 https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/forestry-and-logging-products-market
4 https://www.fao.org/about/meetings/soil-erosion-symposium/key-messages/en/
5
6

https://www.worldwildlife.org/threats/deforestation-and-forest-degradation
Internal research from project partners - contact us for further details
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designed an attractive value model for all stakeholders in the entire ecosystem, creating a solid
expanding nature+ economy. We want impact investment to become mainstream.
We’re building a platform powered by blockchain technology
so that anyone can invest in the Nature+ economy.
This is our mission. But that’s not all. As our platform grows, trading nature-backed tokens will
become commonplace enough that natural assets essentially become a liquid investment.

Today, we aren’t going to appeal to your heart. We want to appeal to your
wallet.
You can make money while helping to fight climate change. We reckon it’s easier to find people
willing to invest in natural assets like forestry, wetlands, and regenerative land use, than it is to
raise billions in donations and grants for NGOs to restore natural ecosystems.

It’s a simple equation: More enriched natural assets in a Nature+ economy
will lead to a healthier planet.
With your participation, we’re going to restore and rebuild natural assets massively. Not only
that, we will do it ethically, responsibly, and transparently.
We´re just getting started, are your mission and vision of things similar to ours? You are
welcome to join, we have a planet to restore, hopefully together.

Our team
Blockchain and Token
Morten
Rongaard
Cofounder –
Blockchain Lead

Peter G.
Mikkelsen
Cofounder - DeFilead

Pioneer in the fields of Blockchain, AI, NFTs, and crypto. CEO of Reality
Gaming Group, aiding global brands, such as Floyd Mayweather and Eighties,
as part of the NFT Movement, in addition to developing innovative games and
marketplaces that combine traditional gaming with new blockchain technology.

Over 10 years of in-depth experience in the Blockchain industry. While in
university, studying for his BSc in International Business & Politics at
Copenhagen Business School, Peter volunteered at the Bitcoin Center in New
York. He was quickly taken into the organization and worked as a business
developer for Bitcoin Center’s overseas operations. After this, Peter was
promoted to the position of Director of Business Development and worked
with Zap.org and Votewatchers. He is currently the Managing Partner at
Blockchain Center Fasttrack- worldwide education for young blockchain
coders and Advisor to So Couch Studio as well as a guest lecturer at his old
alma mater.
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Alexander H
Reay
Security advisor

Over 20 years at the intersection of advanced digital technologies, cyber
security and strategic management and consultancy. Certified blockchain
Security Expert, Web Application Security Specialist and SOC
Management Expert. Currently undergoing his CISM and president at the
Nordic IT Association

Marketing, community, and sales

Mauricio Garza
Business Lead

Jimmy
Steinbeck

20 years of experience in sales, business development, sales management
and commercial excellence with a people first approach. Apple, Nokia,
Katapult and Antler alumnus

Account Manager of Risk & Application Services at TEKsystems- the leading
technology staffing and service company in the USA.

Community Advisor

Adam Manga
Marketing Advisor

Director at Blockchain Center- an educational hub for people interested in
learning about blockchain, where he has developed websites, systems, and
partnerships for Bitcoin Center International.
Co-Founder at ForkedBlock - teaches the top Distributed System Engineers
and Cypher Punks in the world on cryptocurrencies, smart contracts, and
real-time data feeds in the blockchain.

Natural assets, ESG and environmental data

Cofounder, CVO,
Head of asset
selection

Over 20 years of experience within the environmental - business field. With a
focus on creating new solutions and partnerships in the cross-disciplinary field
of environmental, technology, policy-making, and economic solutions. CSR
execution, environmental auditor and consultant in the private sector as well
as an expert in LEAN-based solutions as a manager and development
consultant in the public sector.

Lisbeth
Hagelund

20 years of green business development and circular economy experience,
focused on green business development, circular economy, and waste
management

Sinnet
Bødewadt

Advisor, CSR
relations
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Tech Team
Hakob
Arshakyan

Hakob has experience in developing Smart Contracts and Oracles and is an
experienced user of Solidity.

Junior Developer

Legal Considerations, Risks & Disclaimer Summary
Risk Factors
The following is a summary of the risk factors for Token Sales and the company in general. This
summary should not be relied on in place of reading the full risk factors section of the “Legal
Considerations, Risk Disclaimer” available upon request.

Token Sale Risk
-There is no prior market for Tokens and the Token sale may not result in an active or liquid
market for the tokens.
-Market price may fluctuate following the Token Sale.
-Market trends may shift, and Nature and tokens may be affected by this.
-Regulations may change that could come to affect Nature and tokens as well as Nature's
overall business.
-Malicious attacks may occur in connection to the token sale, and funds may be lost.
-The user’s wallet service may not be technically compatible with the Tokens ERC-20 protocol
and may result in a complete loss of the contribution.

Company Related Risks
-System failures could result in damages to the Nature+ business.
-The company may in the future be dependent on part of the location and data center facilities
of third parties.
-Regulations may change that could affect the Nature+ business.
-The company may not be able to pay any anticipated rewards in the future.

Disclaimer
You acknowledge, understand, and agree that holding Nature+ tokens is not a guarantee,
representation, or warranty that the holder will be able to use the Company, or receive any
tokens utilized by the Company.
As with similar assets, you acknowledge and agree that you are not purchasing Nature+ tokens
for purposes of investment, speculation, or any type of arbitrage strategy, for immediate resale,
or other financial purposes. You acknowledge that all purchases of Nature+ tokens are final and
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non-refundable, the Company is not required to provide a refund for any reason, that you will
not receive money or other compensation or any form of a refund, and you consent to no right of
withdrawal from the ICO.
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